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1. INTRODUCTION 
In the last decades important problems have been solved concerning 
rational approximation of holomorphic functions on a compact subset 
of the plane. One way of approaching these problems has been by means 
of functional analysis methods, emerging from the study of certain Banach 
algebras of functions (see, e.g., [9--l 1 I)* 
In this paper similar methods are used to prove approximation theorems 
for the solutions of a hypercomplex differential equation in the (ry + l>- 
dimensional Euclidean space. The operator D7c considered is a generalized 
Cauchy-Riemann operator acting on functions f defined in an open non- 
empty subset S of Iw m+l and with values in a Clifford algebra J& constructed 
over a quadratic n-dimensional real vector space (KJZ < n). It should be noted 
that the operator P may be identified with a strongly elliptic system of 
homogeneous differential operators (Section 2). Note also that the solutions 
of the equation Dkf = 0 form a subclass of the set of vector-valued poly- 
harmonic functions and that, when m = IZ = 1, the class of polyanalytic 
functions of a complex variable is thus obtained. 
We first prove that if X is a compact subset of EP+l, then any function 
which satisfies D’“f = 0 in an open neighborhood of K can be uniformly 
approximated on K by a sequence of polynomial solutions of the equation 
(if co K is connected) or by a sequence of “rational” solutions having their 
singularities off K (K arbitrary). Using these results, we generalize the well- 
known Runge and Hartorgs-Rosenthal theorems from holomorphic function 
theory (Section 3). Finally, in Section 4 we prove a Runge type theorem for 
regular solutions at infinity of the operator P. 
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Tn this context we also wish to draw attention to the analogues of 
theorem established by Chauveheid [3] and du Plessis [7] for harmonic fuuc- 
tions and more generally by Chauveheid [2] for the solutions of elliptic 
differential operators with constant coefficients. 
2. PRELIMINARIES 
Let d be the Clifford algebra constructed over a quadratic ~-dimensional 
real vector space with orthogonal basis (e, ,..,, en>. Let furthermore eA = 
ei,ei, ..I eih be an arbitrary basic element of & where A E @iV, N = {l, 2,..., n3 
and i1 < i, < ..* < ih . Then in (51 an inner product ( , )0, a norm / ’ jD 
and an involution have been defined on & turning it into a finite-dimensional 
ET*-algebra. Recall that for each X = CA h,e, E .d, i h 1: = 2” CA Aa2~ 
Let wz < n, m # 0 and 92 ,be an open nonempty subset of lW+l. Then in 
[S] we have established some properties of the space M&Q; 4, consisting 
of those functions f E C&T?; J@ for which D”f = 0 in Q, where bc E N and 
D = Cz”=, e,(a/ax,). Among other things, it has been shown that M&G?; &‘), 
provided with the topology of uniform compact convergence, is a right 
&-Frechet module. 
Note that, as dim &’ = 2”, the equation Dkf = 0 is equivalent o a system 
of 2” linear partial differential equations, each of order k, in the 2” unknown 
real valued functions f, . 
If the basic elements e, of ~2 are ordered in a certain way, then by means 
of the left regular representation of A?, we may associate to each X E & a 
2” x 2” real matrix O(h). Remark that, as d has an identity e, , this repre- 
sentation is an isomorphism. 
Using the fact that DB = ijD = Ae,, where D = cz, &(a/%,) = 
e,,(a/ax,) - CT=, ej(a/ax,) and A = c& (~2/~xiz), we have 
PROPOSITION 2.1. The system of difSerentia1 equations associated ta the 
hype~co~plex diferential operator D” is strongly elliptic. 
ProoJ: Since @(Ok) = (O(D))k, it sufhces to prove that O(D) is a strongIy 
elliptic system (see, e.g., [S]). Also note that the order of O(D) equals one. 
We now claim that for eachj = l,..., n, O(eJ is a skew-symmetric matrix. 
Indeed, taking account of the multiplication rules in J& (see [5]), one may 
easily check that for each A, B E .9N, the element aB,A at the Bth row and 
Alh column of @(eJ is equal to -aA,B . Hence, if O(e#’ denotes the transpose 
of O(eJ, O(ej)T + O(eJ = 0 or O(ej)T = O(-eJ = S(Qj), j = 4:..., n. 
As O(e,) = S, the identity matrix, we so obtain that O(D)T = O(D). Hence 
O(BD) = O(D) O(D) = A6 so that (det(O(D))z = dzn. From this relation 
it clearly follows that O(D) is a strongly elliptic system. 
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In view of the foregoing proposition, we can freely use basic results from 
the general theory of strongly elliptic systems of differential operators. 
In this connection we recall that in [6], a bounded left (right) d-linear 
functional Pz)(T(‘)) on the bi-d-module 9&G!, ~8’) was said to be a left 
(right) &‘-distribution in $2. For further details concerning this type of matrix 
distributions, we refer the reader to [6]. 
In the next sections, a main role will be played by the (right) Cauchy 
transform of an d-valued measure in R m*l with compact support. For the 
sake of completeness, we here recall its definition. 
Let Ek be the fundamental solution of D” (see, e.g., [6]) and p be an &‘- 
valued measure in Rm+l with compact support. Then p * E& with 
is the right Cauchy transform of ,u. 
Note that p c E, E Ly(Iw m+l; &‘) and that, considered as a right &-distri- 
bution in 15P+l, (Jo * Ek) D” = 0 in co[p]. Moreover, as the system of differ- 
ential operators associated to Dk is strongly elliptic, p * Ek E C,(cob]; 5;4> 
and (JJ * Ek) Dk = 0 in co[p], which implies that p * EIE is an analytic 
&‘-valued function in cob]. 
3. RUNGE’S THEOREM 
We first establish some results concerning “rational” approximation of 
functions f which satisfy Dkf = 0 in a neighborhood of a compact set 
K c lw+1. 
DEFINITION 3.1. Let K be a compact subset of lP“+l. Then we call 
M,(K; G?) the set of functionsf for which there exists an open neighborhood 
UJ of K such that f~ M,(w; JY). 
It is clear from the definition that M,(K; &) is a right &‘-module. 
The following lemma is fundamental for the sequel. It gives necessary and 
suflkient conditions for an d-valued measure in kP+l supported on K to 
be an annihilating measure for M,(K; ~9’). 
LEMMA 3.1. Let p be an d-valued measure in Rm+l with support contained 
in the compact subset K of &F+l. Then J dp(x) f (x) = 0 for all f s M,(K; sf) 
ifsp *Ek = 0 in co K. 
ProoJ As to the necessary condition, let a be an arbitrary point in co X 
and put f(x) = E,(a - x). Then clearly f E M,(K; AS?‘) and p + E,(a) = 
S dp(x) E,(a - x) = 0. Hence p * Ek = 0 in co K. Conversely, let 
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f E Iti@; ti). Then there exists an open neighborhood w of K such that 
f E M,(w; ~2). Take (b E~&w; R) with (b(x) = 1 in w1 where o1 is open 
and KC w1 C ~1). Then f$ E g&o; 4. If EL. is considered as a right &‘-distri- 
bution CL@), we have on the one side that 
while on the other side (see also [6]) 
(p(“‘, f+) = (@I“ + E;‘D”, f#) = ((/.P) c E;‘) D”,f+) 
= (- l)JypL(‘) * Ep, D”(f$)) = 0. 
Hence J dp(x)f(x) = 0. i 
The following results all deal with density properties of certain d-modules 
in either M#; ~2) or A&& -se>. In their proofs, generalizations are used 
of the Hahn-Banach and Riesz representation theorems which may be found 
in [4, 61, respectively. 
LEMMA 3.2. Let K be a compact subset of lWmtl whose complement is 
connected, f E lMk(& AZ?) and E > 0. Then there exists g E M&Rm+l; a) 
such that SU~,,~ 1f(x) - g(x& < E, i.e., M@P+l; &‘) ts uniformly dease 
in iwk(K; d). 
Proqf Let B(0, RI) = B, be an open ball in RF1 such that KC 
Then obviously, &I,(& ; &) is a submodule of M&Y; Sz). We now claim 
that M,(B, ; &‘) is uniformly dense in M& A#). 
By means of the Hahn-Banach and Riesz representation theorems, it 
clearly suffices to prove that each &‘-valued measure p in KY-‘-~ supported on 
K which annihilates M,(B, ; ~6) is also zero on M,(Ic 4. 
Let p be such a measure. Then by assumption, f dp(x) h(x) = 0 for all 
h E AI@, ; &) so that in view of Lemma 3.1 p * El, = 0 in co i3, ~ Since 
p * & is analytic in co K and co K is connected, we thus have that p * ISI, = 0 
in co K so that, once more by Lemma 3.1, J dp(x)f(x) = 0 for all 
f E A&,(4(; J&‘) or Al, annihilates M,(K; &). 
As a second step, we prove that M%(~RF+~; &) is uniformly dense in 
Mk(K; .M)” Consider therefore a sequence (Bi)& of closed balls with K C & C 
B, C 8, C I& C ... such that R*+l = UT-I & = tJy=, Bi , and put for con- 
venience K = B, . 
In an analogous way as before, for each i E N, A&@,,, ; ~6’) is uniformly 
dense in Mk(Bi ; d). 
Let now f = fO E IM,(K; &). By a successive application of the first step 
in the proof, a sequence (fi)isN may be found such that for each i E NY 
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fi E M,(B, ; &) and sup,,~~ Ifi - fi+l(x)/o < ~2+-1. Take now i E N 
fixed and consider in Mk(& ; &‘) the sequence (j&,)~==, . Then this is a Cauchy 
sequence in AL&(& ; &) since for s < t, 
sup Ifs(x) - “&(x)lo s ;$J I “UN - ft(x)lfJ SE& 
s sup I.%$ -&+1(i) +.L+l(x) - *.* +“L(x) -ft(x)lo ad, 
s sup Ifs(x) -L&)l, + ... + =& I&(x) -.ft(x)lo 32EBS t 
It hence remains a Cauchy sequence in i14@i ; &) so that, as M,J& ; ,ae> 
is a right FrCchet d-module, there exists gi E M&$ , d) such that fi+& -+ gi 
in M@, ; &). Moreover, as the sequence (fi+J;Cm=,, is a subsequence of 
(fi--l+lc)~~O, the latter being convergent in M#$-, ; zJ> to some g,-l , 
we have that gi restricted to 8,-r coincides with g,-l . So we have obtained 
a sequence ( gi)pzl with gi E iM,(& ; &) for all i = 1,2,... and g, j 8,-1 = g,-l . 
As iRm+l = UT?1 & , for each x E R m+l there exists a least index i 2 1 such 
that x E 8, . We may so define a function g in Rmfl by putting g(x) = g,(x), 
x E lRm+l. Obviously, g E Mk(R”a+l; ~8). Mo$eover, SUP,,~ 1 f(x) - g(x)10 < E, 
since for each x E K, 
Remarks. 1. In [5] we have proved that if f E M&Q; &) and a f 9, 
then there exists a suitable neighborhood Q2, of a such thatfadmits a Taylor 
development in S, . As compared with the case of hoiomorphic functions 
of a complex variable, the role of the powers of (z - a) is taken over by 
homogeneous polynomials of the form 
where p E N, 0 < s ,( min( p; k - I), (II ,..., Z,J E (I,..., m}+s and 
V a,...z,-,(x1 = c zz,zz, *** zzD-8, 
?r(Zl,...,P,,) 
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the sum running over all distinguishable permutations of l,, 1, ,...? I,-, 
taken all at a time. Hereby, zI = xle, - xOel , I = I,..., ~12. Let us also recall 
that each of the homogeneous polynomials (*) is in IM,(R”+$ ~4). 
The Taylor development in a then reads as follows: 
It can also be proved that if f E M,(iR m+l; A&‘), then its Taylor development 
in 0 holds in the whole of Rm+l. 
2. Let 9 = {(xoS/s!) V~,..,,O-s(x): p E N, 0 < s < min(p, k - I>, 
Ul ,.‘*, L-J E u,..., m}p-s} and put 9 = sp&Z?, the right .&-span of A’. 
In view of the Taylor expansion, Lemma 3.2 may be restated in the 
the following way: “Let K be a compact subset of FF1 with co K connect 
Then B is uniformly dense in M&C; d).” 
3. Let G be a suitable open annular domain centred at the origin with 
associated Laurent domain G* and suppose that f~ 2M,(G; A’). Then in 
analogy with the results from [l], f admits the following Laurent expansion 
in G*: 
33 minhk-1) 
c EL V+.I,-,(x) Al;i..rp-S 
(Z1,...,Z,-,) S! 
where again for each p E IY and 0 < s < min(p, k - I >, Xi:! ..l,_, 9 p6~~..1,-, E d” 
Moreover, for each (Z1 ,..., 1,-J E {l,..., m}21--s, 
with p2 = CL, (ui - X~)~ and ii - X = CT=“=, (ui - xi) .Ei . 
Note that the functions (xO”/s!) X, 1...~,-,(x) all belong to ~~(~~+l~{o~, ~0 
they thus take over the role of the negative powers of z in the case of holo- 
morphic functions of a complex variable. Denote their set by S?(O) and, if 
a E RmiS, call B(a) the set of functions of the form ((x0 - ~J”/s!) x 
xz l...z,Jx - 4, P 6 N 0 < s < min(p, k - 0, (4 ,..., L> EL.., W-s. 
Note also that, since 
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and PI& = I$-, (0 ,( s < k) (see [5]), for any p E N and 0 < s < 
min(p, k - I), 
Each of these functions thus has a @)-pole in 0. 
Now let K be an arbitrary compact subset of [Wm+l and QO, 9, , Q, ,... 
be the components of co K, Q2, being unbounded. Let furthermore a = (ai) 
be a subset of co K which contains one point in each llzi , i = 1,2,... Then 
we call 9(a) = Vi>1 W(a$) and W*(a) = spdg(a). 
Clearly the right &-module M,(Iw m+1; &) @ %*(a) consists of functions 
having their singularities ((Q-poles) off K, namely in a. 
Using the above notations we have 
LEMMA 3.3. If K is a compact subset of ilP+l and a is a subset of co K 
having one point in each bounded component of co K, then AG?~(FP+~; d) @ 
@*(a) is uniformly dense in M&K; d). 
ProoJ: In view of the Hahn-Banach and Riesz representation theorems, 
it clearly suffices to prove that if p is an d-valued measure in IWrn+l with 
compact support contained in X such that sd&x) h(x) = 0 for each 
h E Mk(lwnz+l; &) @ P;‘*(a), then s dp(x)f(x) = 0 for all YE IM,(K; d). 
Let p be such a measure, consider ,X * EK and take an arbitrary i E N\(O). 
Then, if ai E Gni , we have that for each p E N, 0 < s < min( p, k - l), 
I& ,-*-, lD-s) E {l,,.., m)p--s, 
= 0. 
As (,u P I$) P = 0 in co[p], taking account of the Taylor expansion for 
p * EK in a neighborhood of ai and of the fact that Qi is connected, we may 
conclude that TV * Ek = 0 in J& . 
Call K0 = co J2,, and take fu E 2sr(,(K,, ; &). Then, as I&, is a compact set 
whose complement is connected, it follows from Lemma 3.2 that a sequence 
(&h! in IM,(R m+l; &‘) may be found such that SU~,,,~ IfO(x) - gj(x)JO -+ 0 
ifj-+ co. 
Consequently 
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and so J dp(x)fO(x) = 0 for all f0 E M,(& ; d), whence p * E, = 0 in 
co K, = 0, (Lemma 3.1.). 
We have thus proved that p * Ek = 0 in co K so that, again in view of 
Lemma 3.1, J 0$(x) f(x) = 0 for all f E Mk(& slz). 
Now let Q be an open subset of W*+l and u be a subset of co ,Q having 
one point in each component of co Q. Furthermore, put W(E) = UaCa W(a), 
a being au arbitrary finite or countable subset of 01 and call &?*(a) = Q&?(E). 
Clearly M#W1; &) @ B*(a) then consists of functions having their 
singularities (&)-poles) in co 42, namely in a. e so arrive at 
THEOREM 3.1 (Runge). Let 52 be an open subset of UJFx and 01 be a 
subset of co 92 having ooze point in each component of co Q. a72ea 
ikflc(Rm+l; af) @ @*(a) is dense in M&2; AZ@) for the topology of ~nl~orrn 
compact convergence. In particular, if co 52 is connected and u~bo~nded~ 
M&W-l; d) is dense in M&2; .&‘). 
BrooS. Call for each j = 1,2,..., 
Then (KJ~Z”=l is a compact exhaustion of fz. Decompose co .& in its compo- 
nents S&j, J&j, 8,j ,..., with Qz,j the unbounded one. Since each component 
of co & contains a component of co 9, .Qnij n 01 # ~5 for all i = 1, 2,.... 
Take a( E A&j n a, i = 1, 2 ,..., and call aj = (a,$). Now let f~ M@; +J&‘)$ 
pKj be the seminorm on M&2; &) associated to .& and E > 0. Then clearly 
f 6 Mk(Kj ; &) so that, in view of Lemma 3.3, there exists a function hj E 
M@B?lz~l; ~2) 0 9*(aJ, having its singularities in aj C 01, such that 
PKJf - M = SUPOEKj IfW - M4l0 G 6. 
Remark. In fact we have that B @ %!*(a) is dense in 8&,&J; &). 
THEOREM 3.2 (Hartogs-Rosenthal) Let X be a compact subset of R”+l 
with Lebesgue measure zero and a be a subset of co K having one point in 
each bounded component of co K. Then M,(&W1; &) @.92*(a) is un@ormEy 
dense in C,(K; -01>. 
ProoJ: Let E-.L be an d-valued measure in W8~r supported on K such that 
p annihilates Mk(rWm+l; &) @ S?‘*(a). Then it follows from Lemma 3.3 
that p is zero on M,(R, &‘). Consequently p * Ek = 0 in co K so that, 
K having Lebesgue measure zero, p * E, = 0 1.a.e. in iFP+l. Theorem 4.3 
in [6] then tells us that p = 0. 
Remark. If X has Lebesgue measure zero, we have in fact that B @ W*(a) 
is uniformly dense in C&K, &‘). 
f+/29/3-3 
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4. RUNGE’S THEOREM FOR REGULAR SOLUTIONS AT INFINITY 
If .K is a compact subset of iW+l, then we have introduced in [6] the right 
d-module I@~(CO K; &‘) consisting of all solutions of D” in co I< which are 
regular at infinity with respect o Ek . It has been shown that ak(co K; &) 
is a closed submodule of 1M,(co K; &) and that each f E ak(co K; ~2’) may 
be represented by a Cauchy type formula off some compact neighborhood 
ICI of K 
The aim of this section is to establish a Runge-type theorem for the ele- 
ments in @&,co K; 4. 
From Theorem 3.1 we already know that Mk(lWm+l; J&‘) @ 22*(a) is 
dense in M&2; J;e) and that, in the particular case where co J2 is connected 
and unbounded, M&Q~+l; &‘) is dense in M&2; ~2’). 
Now it will be proved that if co .Q = K is compact and hence bounded, 
then 92*(e) is dense in 21?zc(co X; &). For the case of holomorphic functions, 
these results may be interpreted as follows. Let us repeat that if m = n = 
k = 1, then & N C, while D is nothing else but the Cauchy-Riemann 
operator a. In this case n/c,@ nz+l; &‘) replaces the space of entire functions. 
Moreover J?,(co K; JXZ’) stands for the set of functions f which are holo- 
morphic in co K and for which limzdm f(z) = 0 (see [Z]). 
We start with a lemma which is analogous to Lemma 3.1. 
LEMMA 4.1. Let K be a compact subset of W+l, o be an open bounded 
neighborhood of K such that each component of w intersects K. If ,u is an 
d-valued measure with compact support contained in co w, then sdp(x) x 
f(x) = 0 for all f c A?ik(co K; d) @p * EI, = 0 in w. 
ProoJ: As to the necessary condition, take a E K and consider the function 
Ek(a - x) E Gk(co K; ~9’). Then 
P * J&(a) = / 444 Eda - 4 
zzz 0. 
Now let w = lJiehl wi be the decomposition of u in its components and 
take for each i E FV, ai E wi n K. Then p * Ek(ai) = 0. Consequently, as 
p * & is an d-valued analytic function in co[,u], TV 3 EI, = 0 in each wi 
and so p f Ek = 0 in o. 
Conversely, first remark that in co[p], (JL * EJ D = p * E,D = p c E,_, 
so that from t.~ * Ek = 0 in w, it follows that p c E,-, = ,u * E,-, = **- = 
p * El = 0 in w. 
Now let K, be a suitable compact neighborhood of K which is 
contained in W. Then in view of Cauchy’s representation formula (see 
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16, @orollary to Theorem 4.2]), for each ,f~ tik(co K; &‘) and x E K,, 9 
f(x) =I,, z (-l)j+l E,,dt - x)diet P.(t). 
Hence, using the fact that p * E,+l = 0 in o (j = 0, I,..., k - l), we obtain 
that 
= 
(- l)‘+l iu * E,+,(t) do, oy(t> 
= 0. 
This proves the sufficient condition since f E ak(co K; s9) has been taken 
arbitrarily. # 
Using the notations of the previous section, we have 
THEOREM 4.1. Let K be a compact subset qf Rmfl and 01 be a subset 
of X having one point in each component of 4% Then S*(a) is dense 
in tik(co IQ, ,Ca) for the topology of uniform compact convergence. 
Proof. First we remark that %?*(a) is a submodule of Mk(co K; J&‘) since 
each of its elements is a right d-linear combination of functions having 
the form ap-sEk(x - aJ D9/8x,l ..* axI,, where p E N, 0 < s < 
min( p, k - l), (II ,..., I,+) E (l,..., rn)p+ and ai E 01. To prove that W*(a) 
is dense in i@t(co K; A!), by the Hahn-Banach and Riesz representation 
theorems, it clearly suffices to show that if T is a bounded right &‘-&ear 
functional on C,(K; doe> which annihilates 9?*(~), then it vanishes on 
liiyco K; d) too. 
To this end. let again (QjcN be the compact exhaustion of 92 = co R 
considered so far and suppose that T is a right .&‘-linear functional on 
C?,(K; &‘) bounded by some pKj , which annihilates 9?*(a). ~~~berrn~r~~ 
choose j E N large enough such that K and {x: d(x, K) < l/j) both are con- 
tained in (x E KP+l: / x / < j). Then there exists an d-valued measure 
b supported on Kj such that 
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NOW let CO Kj = J&j v Grj w s,j v ... be the decomposition of co Kj in its 
components, Q,j being the unbounded one. Then K C w = (Jz,l f&j, 
w being a bounded open neighborhood of K such that each component of 
w contains at least one component of K. 
Hence, for each i = 1,2 ,..., .Q’ n a # o so that, taking aJ E J&j n 01, 
i = 1, 2,..., aj = (f&l c a!. 
As ,U * Ek is an &‘-valued analytic function in co,$], for each i = 1, 2,..., 
there exists an open neighborhood a+ of aii in which p * ETc admits a 
Taylor development. But, as by assumption, 
we have that p * Ek = 0 in 8,,j . 
Consequently, Qai C co[p] being connected, we obtain that p * Ek: = 0 in 
LRj so that p 4 Ek = 0 in o = uiaI !G?nf. 
Taking account of Lemma 4.1 we find that J dp(x) f(x) = 0 for all 
fEl@~(COK;d). g 
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